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Skills
● Ohm’s Law- V=IR
● Basic Circuits (Kirchoff's Voltage and Current Laws)
● Knowledge: How to properly connect wires. Understanding the color codes of 

wires (CAN wire =/= PWM wire =/= Regular motor wire)



Terms
● Amp
● Volt
● Ohms
● Current
● Resistance
● Conductor
● Wire
● Gauge
● Insulator
● AC/DC
● Cabbage 
● Short
● Open Circ



The Basics - Materials
● A Conductor is a material that carries electricity. Examples include many 

metals, wires, and some liquids. 

● An Insulator  is a material that does not carry electricity or has an extremely 

high resistance. Examples include rubber, glass or dry wood.

● A Wire is a length of conductive material, usually copper, silver, or other 

metals used to carry electric current. Wires can be solid or a twist of smaller 

strands. Size of wire is measured in Gauge or AWG (American Wire Gauge). 

This is the measure of the cross section of metal, not the width of the wire 

itself which is why same gauge wires can have different thicknesses.



The Basics - Current
● Direct Current (DC) is the "unidirectional" flow of current; current only flows in 

one direction. Voltage and current can vary over time so long as the direction 

of flow does not change. This is the type of current delivered by a battery and 

is used in electronic devices.

● Alternating Current (AC) describes the flow of charge that changes direction 

periodically. As a result, the voltage level also reverses along with the current. 

AC is used to deliver power to houses, office buildings, etc. Wall outlets are 

AC which is why a block is needed, to convert AC to DC



The Basics - Concepts
● A Volt is the unit of electrical potential/power. It 

quantifies the potential of a battery or voltage 

source.

● An Amp is the unit of electrical current. It measures 

the speed/amount of electricity going through a 

point on a circuit at a time.

● An Ohm is the unit of electrical resistance. It is the 

amount of push back that a circuit has against the 

flow of electricity. Resistance reduces the amount 

amperage and voltage in a circuit.



Ohm’s Law

V = IR    V is Voltage, I is Current, and R is Resistance

● Ohm’s Law is a relationship between current, 

resistance and voltage of a DC Circuit. 

● Given any of the two values, the third can be found 

through algebraic manipulations of the equation.



Ohm’s Law Example

If E = 5V and R = 10Ω what is 
the current through the 
resistor?

Using Ohm’s Law:
5 = I * 10Ω
I = 5/10 = .5 amps



Combination of Resistors

● Series: Rtotal = R1+ R2+ R3

○ Voltage divider

● Parallel: 1/Rtotal = 1/R1+ 1/R2+ 1/R3

○ Current divider



Combination of Resistors Cont. 

Series: Rtotal = R1+ R2+ R3

Parallel: 1/Rtotal = 1/R1+ 1/R2+ 1/R3

If series and parallel components or resistors are in the same circuit, the calculations for a parallel set 

of resistors can be treated as one and added to the other resistors that are in series.



Combination of Resistors Practice
R1 = 10Ω    R2 = 5Ω   R3 = 5Ω

a. What is the total resistance if these resistors 

are placed in parallel?

b. In series?



Combination of Resistors Practice Cont. 

a. If R1 = 10Ω    R2 = 7Ω   R3 = 5Ω  and R4 = 15Ω  What is the total resistance of the circuit?

b. What if  R1 = 15Ω    R2 = 8Ω   R3 = 8Ω  and R4 = 4Ω?



Kirchoff’s Voltage Law
● The sum of all voltage changes in a circuit = 0

● If the Battery is 24 V then there is a +24V change 

from the battery to R1

● Calculating voltage drop and proving this law:

○ Combine resistors as described previously 

then use Ohm’s law to calculate the total 

current over the circuit.

○ Use Ohm’s law again and the calculated value 

of current to find the change in voltage over 

each resistor.

○ Verify that the total voltage drop is equal to 

the total voltage raise.



Kirchoff’s Voltage Law Practice
a. If V = 24V  R1 = 6Ω    R2 = 2Ω  and  R3 = 4Ω, what is 

the voltage drop over each resistor?

b. Verify Kirchoff’s Voltage Law using these values.



Kirchoff’s Voltage Law Answer
Rtotal = R1+ R2+ R3                 Rtotal = 6 + 2 + 4 = 12Ω

Using Ohm’s Law: I = V/R = 24V/12Ω = 2A

Voltage Drop Over:

- R1 = 2A * 6Ω = 12V Dropped

- R2 = 2A * 2Ω = 4V Dropped

- R1 = 2A * 4Ω = 8V Dropped

Verify Kirchoff’s Voltage Law

VRaise - VDropR1- VDropR2 - VDropR3  = 0V

+24V - 12V - 4V - 8V = 0V



Kirchoff’s Current Law
● The sum of all currents entering a junction is equal to the sum of the currents 

exiting the junction.
● A junction is a point on a circuit with three or more currents or wires flowing 

into it. 



Kirchoff’s Current Law Example
●    I1 + I2  =  I3  

●   I3   = 4 A

●   I2   = 2 A

● What is the value of   I1?


